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Abstract

Health economic modeling of novel technology at the early stages of a product lifecycle has been used to identify technologies that are likely to be cost-effective. Such early assessments are challenging due to the potentially limited amount of data. Modelers typically conduct uncertainty analyses to evaluate their effect on decision-relevant outcomes. Current approaches, however, are limited in their scope of application and impose an unverifiable assumption, i.e., uncertainty can be precisely represented by a probability distribution. In the absence of reliable data, an approach that uses the fewest number of assumptions is desirable. This study introduces a generalized approach for quantifying parameter uncertainty, i.e., probability bound analysis (PBA), that does not require a precise specification of a probability distribution in the context of early-stage health economic modeling. We introduce the concept of a probability box (p-box) as a measure of uncertainty without necessitating a precise probability distribution. We provide formulas for a p-box given data on summary statistics of a parameter. We describe an approach to propagate p-boxes into a model and provide step-by-step guidance on how to implement PBA. We conduct a case and examine the differences between the status-quo and PBA approaches and their potential implications on decision-making.
1 | INTRODUCTION

The concept of early-stage health economic modelling has been around since the mid-nineties as a tool to help the decision-making processes of both technology developers and healthcare decision-makers [1-4]. Early-stage economic modelling allows assessing the commercial viability of new technologies in early development phases to guide the development and positioning of the innovation before high investments in further research are made [5]. As an important decision-making tool, an early assessment allows companies to stop further development in the early stages in accordance with the mantra “fail fast, fail cheap” [6]; thereby maximizing the return on investment and societal impact of research and development [7]. For technology developers, the role of early-stage economic models has been explored in several reviews [6, 8-10]. For example, Hartz and colleagues argue that early health economic modelling may support technology developers by providing relevant insights on strategic R&D decision making, pre-clinical preliminary market assessments, go/no-go decisions, development of future trial design, assessment of future reimbursement and pricing scenarios, and price determination [9]. An iterative application from idea screening to market access adds further value to insights of the approach. When iteratively applied, early-stage economic models allow developers to set and revise the envisaged price for the technology as more information on the technology’s performance or on the competitive environment becomes available. In addition, developers may combine early probabilistic models with value of information analyses to guide future research [11]. For healthcare decision-makers, iterative health economic modelling, starting from the early stages of diffusion, has been proposed to precociously identify technologies that are likely to be a good value for money [1] and to balance adoption and reimbursement decisions with the value of further research [12].

However, developers and healthcare decision-makers should remain cautious with the interpretation of the results as the models are informed by data of lower quality and higher uncertainty. In addition, evidence that supports the approach is scarce as comparisons between early- and late-stage models are usually not implemented, although such comparisons would be possible with iterative Bayesian modelling techniques [13]. Grutters et al. [5] demonstrated in their study of 32 applications of early-stage modelling that not a single application resulted in a firm no-go decision. This is because almost all technologies become cost-effective under certain circumstances, e.g., when restricted to a certain subpopulation or to a certain country. Nevertheless, the application of early-stage modelling allows for directing future research in combination with value of information analyses, readjusting pricing expectations [11], and initiating an early dialogue between the developers of new technologies and pricing and reimbursement agencies [14].

Similar to later stage models, correct characterization of the uncertainty around model parameters and how it propagates to the outputs of interest (e.g., the technology’s cost, effectiveness, or cost-effectiveness) is a key component of the modelling approach [15]. At its most basic characterization, parameter uncertainty means that we do not know the exact value of a parameter for reasons such as finite sample size, low data quality, and different study settings or populations (non-transferability of estimates) [16]. In the context where data is available, we can leverage standard statistical techniques to represent uncertainty in the form of a probability distribution. However, when assessing the cost-effectiveness of a novel intervention early in its life cycle, data and knowledge are typically limited or even non-existent. Previous early models have addressed this issue by conducting univariate or bivariate sensitivity analyses on individual parameters [5, 6]. Although deterministic sensitivity analyses provide some indications about the importance of individual parameters, they do not provide any information
on the uncertainty in the outputs of interest. The ISPOR-SMDM best-practice [17] recommends only two analytical tools for modelling parameter uncertainty. First, probabilistic sensitivity analysis (PSA) is recommended as a full characterization of the uncertainty around model’s parameters by defining a set of default probability distributions that are often parametric. The choice of the parametric distribution is mainly driven by the consideration of the parameter’s support. For example, a beta distribution is used for characterizing the uncertainty of a parameter with a support [0, 1]. Forcing the modelers to commit to a particular distribution implicitly assumes that the modelers have more information (e.g., knowing the shape of a distribution) than they actually possess, and the uncertainty is known and quantifiable by a probability distribution [18].

However, when conducting early economic models, we may have only partial or no information about the probability distribution, i.e., we cannot assign the relative plausibilities of different parameter values, and therefore, conducting PSA may be impracticable or even lead to misleading conclusions [5]. When no prior data is available to define parameters’ probability distributions, the best practice proposes the use of expert knowledge elicitation [18]. However, for technologies in their early phase of development, experts may not have yet formed a belief over the performance of the new technology, making the elicitation process more challenging. For example, for very innovative medical devices, experts may not have an idea of how the new device will affect patients’ outcomes or reduce resource consumption and costs until they gain some experience using it. To handle such data sparsity situations, it is desirable to have an approach for quantifying parameter uncertainty without the need for assuming precise probability distributions.

Iskandar [19] recently introduced the probability bound analysis (PBA) approach to quantify parameter uncertainty where the only information accessible to practitioners include the combinations of summary statistics (mean, median, and standard deviations), quantiles, and minimum and maximum of a parameter (hereafter collectively termed as minimal data). In PBA, the uncertainty about the probability distribution for each parameter is expressed in terms of upper and lower bounds on the cumulative distribution function (CDF). The area bounded by these upper and lower bounds is guaranteed to contain the unknown CDF and can be derived from minimal data. Prior to our introduction to the concept, the idea of bounding unknown probabilities given minimal data was primarily employed in risk analysis [20] and relatively unknown to the fields of health economic evaluation. All known approaches for estimating bounds on the unknown CDF, e.g., Kolmogorov–Smirnov limits [21], require datasets. Furthermore, to date, no study has explored the application of PBA specifically in early-stage health economic modelling where the problem of data sparsity is prevalent.

Building upon the methodological work [19], the aim of the paper is two-fold. First, we describe an application of PBA for quantifying parameter uncertainty in the context of minimal data that characterize early-stage health economic models. Second, we provide step-by-step guidance for implementing PBA in a generic mathematical model. For this study, we assume that the model parameters are mutually independent [22]. This paper is organized in the following way. First, we review the concept of parameter uncertainty quantification and the status-quo (PSA) approach. Secondly, we formally introduce PBA and provide relevant formulas. This study focuses on free probability boxes that are a generalization of parametric probability boxes. Then, we introduce an approach for propagating parameter uncertainty into a mathematical model. Next, we provide guidance on how to conduct PBA. Lastly, we demonstrate an application of PBA in health economic modelling of a hypothetical new total artificial heart for the treatment of patients with advanced biventricular heart failure.
2 | PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION

This section starts with a summary of the concept of parameter uncertainty quantification and the current approach, probabilistic sensitivity analyses (PSA), and ends with an introduction to the concept of PBA as an alternative approach.

2.1 | Concept

We consider a health economic model $M$ that is parameterized by a set of model parameters $\theta$, where the true values of $\theta$ are unknown due to lack of data (epistemic uncertainty). We want to estimate the consequence of uncertainty in the values of the parameters on decision-relevant outcomes $Y$ (parameter uncertainty quantification) by conducting the following tasks. First, we prescribe a theoretical framework to represent the varying degrees of uncertainty in the model parameters (parameter uncertainty representation). Then, we provide an approach for propagating parameter uncertainty into our health economic model (parameter uncertainty propagation). This task will generate measures of uncertainty in outcomes. Lastly, we specify ways to utilize the uncertainty in the model outcomes for use in further analytical tasks.

2.2 | Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis

Following the above steps, the status-quo approach for parameter uncertainty quantification, i.e., PSA [17], starts by treating the model parameters or their sample means as random variables that are endowed with probability distributions. If the sample size of the data informing the parameter is large enough, then by the central limit theorem, the sampling distribution of the mean will converge to a normal distribution, which then can be used in PSA [17]. However, when the sample size is small, using normal distribution could lead to unplausible values. Therefore, it is a common practice to select a type of probability distribution whose support matches with the model parameter's domain (e.g., beta distribution for probability parameters with domains $[0,1]$). The location and ancillary parameters of the chosen distributions are then estimated using either individual-level data or a moment matching approach from aggregated secondary data [15]. After we have assigned probability distributions to every uncertain parameter, we typically use an iterative Monte Carlo sampling approach [23] for the parameter uncertainty propagation task. We sample parameters values independently from their probability distributions and evaluate the model at each sampled set of values. Following the propagation task and given the resulting empirical distributions of the model outcomes, we can estimate their expected values and use them as inputs for calculating the cost-effectiveness ratios and other measures used for decision making.

2.3 | Probability Bound Analysis

The starting point of PBA is akin to that of PSA, i.e., model parameters are treated as random variables. However, PBA imposes a weaker restriction, i.e., the relative plausibility of parameter values cannot be defined in terms of precise probability distributions. PBA treats the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a parameter as unknown and provides lower and upper bounds to the CDF instead, which are termed as lower-bounding function (LB) $F(\theta)$, and an upper-bounding function (UB) $\overline{F}(\theta)$, respectively. We define a p-box as a set of CDFs of a parameter $\theta$ ($F(\theta)$, i.e., $P_\theta = [F(\theta), \overline{F}(\theta)]$, where each CDF belonging to the set is consistent with a given minimal data $D$. [24, 25] For each realization of $\theta$, e.g., $\theta = \tilde{\theta}$, the epistemic uncertainty is represented by the interval $[F(\tilde{\theta}), \overline{F}(\tilde{\theta})]$. In other words,
we can only say that the value of $F(\theta)$ is known up to an interval due to our lack of knowledge about the precise form of the CDF. As a corollary, the more information about the CDF we have, the tighter the area enclosing the unknown CDF becomes (Figure 1). In fact, if the CDF is fully known, the interval degenerates to a single point, i.e., the p-box coincides with the CDF. Based on this observation, the p-box is dependent on the available data. We derive p-box formulas for different subsets of minimal data and provide them in Appendix A.1. For details on the derivations of the formulas, interested readers should consult [26]. After specifying the p-box for each parameter, we propagate the parameter uncertainties represented by the p-boxes into our health economic model, which is described in the next section, to generate a p-box of the model outcome, i.e., $[F(Y), \bar{F}(Y)]$.

For the interpretation and utility of having the uncertainty in outcomes represented by a p-box, we note that the calculation of the expected values of model outcome $Y$ over its p-box results in an interval of expected values, i.e., $[\mu, \bar{\mu}]$, where $\mu = \int_Y y \, d\bar{F}(Y)$ and $\bar{\mu} = \int_Y y \, dF(Y)$. The interval includes all expected values that correspond to CDFs that are enclosed by the p-box. This is true because the p-box of $Y$ is guaranteed to enclose all CDFs of $Y$. Given what we know and assume about the uncertainty of the model parameters, the expected outcomes cannot be larger (smaller) than the expected value of $Y$ over its upper (lower) interval bound. In contrast to assuming precise CDFs for all parameters where the expected value of a decision-relevant outcome is a single value (vs. an interval of values), alternative decision rules are needed as expected value maximization is no longer amenable. One compatible decision rule is the Hurwicz decision criterion, where the lower and upper expected values correspond to the best- and worst-case scenarios, respectively. The Hurwicz method is typically used to determine the value of an intervention by factoring in both the worst- and best-case scenarios. This value is estimated by choosing an $\alpha$ value, which represents how optimistic a decision-maker is about the best-case scenario and calculating a weighted average of the best-case and worst-case outcomes, which are represented by $\bar{\mu}$ and $\mu$, respectively. More formally, given an $\alpha$, the value of an intervention is equal to $\alpha \bar{\mu} + (1 - \alpha) \mu$. The optimal intervention is the one that has the highest values among the alternatives.
Figure 1. P-boxes for a generic probability of an event under different minimal data and the true unknown cumulative distribution function of the parameter. The shaded region is the area between the lower bounding function and the upper bounding function for a given minimal data. As we have more data, the region shrinks. CDF: Cumulative distribution function.

3 | IMPLEMENTING PBA

This section describes the steps for implementing PBA in a health economic model and closely follows the steps outlined in [19]. We start by briefly reviewing parameter uncertainty quantification using PSA and drawing upon the similarities between PBA and PSA to build intuitions of how to implement PBA in practice.

The uncertainty propagation in the PSA context works by sampling a parameter value from its precise CDF. The sampling can be done by using the inverse transform sampling method if the inverse of the CDF is explicitly known. In PBA, the uncertainty propagation also uses sampling, albeit with one key difference, i.e., we sample an interval of values instead of a single value. The sampling procedure follows the idea of an inverse transform sampling. For each value in the image of the LBF and UBF of a parameter (in the probability space [0,1]), we sample an interval of the values (in the domain of the parameter) by using the inverses of the LBF and UBF. Instead of sampling all possible disjoint intervals for all values in [0,1], we consider coarser discretization of the image of the LBF and UBF into sub-intervals. The coarser the discretization is (fewer sub-intervals), the less accurate the uncertainty propagation becomes. For each sub-interval and its endpoints, we calculate the corresponding interval of parameter values using the inverse of the p-box. The choice of how to evaluate the endpoints of the sub-interval, e.g., use the inverse of the LBF (UBF) for the upper (lower) endpoint, determines the accuracy of the approximation due to discretization. The probability of observing a particular sub-interval of the parameter value is equal to the length of the sub-interval in the probability space. The sampling of the sub-intervals and the calculation of their probabilities are then repeated for each parameter. Since there are multiple possible realizations for each parameter, which is equal to the number of sub-intervals, we must consider all possible combinations of sub-intervals across all parameters. Because of our assumption about the independence among parameters, we compute the probability of each possible combination.
(henceforward termed as a hyperrectangle) by multiplying the probabilities assigned to the sub-intervals comprising the combination. After specifying an approach for sampling hyperrectangles from p-boxes, we must prescribe a method to evaluate our model at each sampled hyperrectangle. One intuitive approach is based on optimization, where we find a pair of optima, i.e., the minimum and maximum values of the model outcome for each hyperrectangle. We set the probability of observing a pair of optimum values equal to the sampling probability of the corresponding hyperrectangle. To estimate the p-box of the model outcome empirically, we cumulate the probabilities of each minimum (maximum) to derive the UBF (LBF). The parameter uncertainty quantification procedure for PBA is summarized in the following steps.

**S1:** We decide which model parameters are suitable for PBA, comprising the set $\theta_p$.

**S2:** For each PBA parameter in $\theta_p$ ($\theta_i \in \theta_p$) we determine the available minimal data $\mathcal{D}_i$ where $i$ indexes the model parameter.

**S3:** For each $\theta_i$, we partition the interval [0,1] (the probability space) into a finite number of intervals (sub-intervals), where each parameter may have a different number of sub-intervals, $n_i$. The finer the discretization is (higher $n_i$), the higher the accuracy of the approximation of the p-box of $\theta_i$ (Figure 2) and the p-box of the model outcome will be. The optimal choice of $n_i$ is problem-dependent and can be determined in the following way. First, we choose a decision-relevant metric whose error we aim to minimize and set an error tolerance and a computational budget in terms of computational time. Next, we choose a benchmark $n_i$, which should be a relatively high number. As a measure for error, we calculate the relative difference in the average decision-relevant metrics between those obtained from running PBA (steps S4 to S7) at the benchmark and a particular $n_i$. Then, we start with a low number of $n_i$ and increment the number only if the following is true: the resulting error or the computational time are less than or equal to the error tolerance and maximum computational time, respectively. After finding the optimal $n_i$, we assign a weight to each sub-interval $w_{ik}$, where $i_k$ indexes the $k$-th sub-interval of $\theta_i$. A typical weight is a uniform weight for all sub-intervals, i.e., $w_{ik} = n_i^{-1}$.

**S4:** For each sub-interval of a parameter, we determine the lower and upper endpoints and calculate their corresponding upper and lower endpoints in the parameter space using the quasi-inverse of the LBF and UBF, conditional on $\mathcal{D}_i$. One approach to determine these endpoints is based on the outer discretization method (Figure 2) [26]. This step generates the sub-intervals in the parameter space.

**S5:** Given the sub-intervals, we enumerate all possible combinations, where each combination is formed by intersecting a particular set of sub-intervals of all parameters. The number of combinations is determined by the number of sub-intervals of each parameter.

**S6:** For each combination of sub-intervals, we compute the minimum and maximum of the model outcome using an optimization method over the parameter space defined by the combination. This step produces intervals constructed from the minimum and maximum values of $Y$ and their associated weights. The weight for each interval of $Y$ is equal to the weight of the corresponding combination of sub-intervals. The choice of the optimization method is problem-dependent and typically determined by, for example, the model characteristics such as non-linearity and convexity of the model, the availability of information on the gradient, or the trade-off between computational budget and accuracy.
To derive the p-box of \( \theta \), we calculate two empirical CDFs by cumulating the weights for the values of the minimum and the maximum are less than some arbitrary values in the support of \( \theta \).

In some cases, we may have access to information that is sufficient for specifying probability distributions of some parameters, comprising the set \( \Theta \). To propagate uncertainty from both parameter sets and into \( \theta \), we include the following steps.

**S0:** We conduct \( N \) repeated samplings from the precise CDFs of parameters in \( \Theta \) to generate a sequence of \( N \) samples. For each sample of \( \theta \), we repeat steps **S2** to **S6**.

**S8:** The average p-box of \( \theta \) is calculated by averaging p-boxes over the \( N \) samples.

---

**Figure 2.** Approximation of a p-box (purple lines) using the outer discretization approach (grey boxes). Sub-figures A and B show the accuracy of the approximation when using \( \epsilon = 10 \) and \( \epsilon = 50 \), respectively. CDF: Cumulative distribution function.

**4 | APPLICATION OF PBA**

We conduct a case study that exemplifies an early assessment of novel health technology to demonstrate how to implement PBA and the difference between PBA and PSA.

**4.1 | Economic model of a novel total artificial heart**

Heart transplantation is the optimal treatment for patients with advanced heart failure (HF) [27, 28]. However, mainly due to limited donors’ heart availability, the use of ventricular assist devices to bridge patients until a new heart becomes available is often necessary. For patients with particularly severe conditions, completely substituting the sick heart with a total artificial heart (TAH) has proven to be beneficial [27]. Until recently, only Syncardia TAH was approved as a bridge-to-transplant therapy, but
other more advanced models are under development or recently got regulatory approval [27]. Evidence on ventricular assist devices is generally poor at the early stages of adoption, with very few randomized clinical studies comparing the devices and therapeutic strategies [29] [30] [28]. Indeed, devices usually gain market access despite limited evidence on their relative (cost-)effectiveness, and their performance is then monitored retrospectively through multinational registries such as the EUROMACS registry[31] or the INTERMACS [32]. Consequently, developing health economic models to explore the technology’s cost-effectiveness can be particularly challenging and require strong assumptions on model inputs [33].

To demonstrate the utility of PBA in this setting, we used a simplified version of a previous cost-effectiveness model of a hypothetical new TAH versus Syncardia. Full details of the model are provided elsewhere in this supplement [34], and summarised here. The model was structured as a discrete-time semi-Markov model with three states, alive with TAH support (TAH), alive after transplantation (HTx), and dead (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Graphical representation of the TAH Model. *The transition probabilities from the TAH to the HTx state depends on the time of entrance in the state. TAH: Total artificial heart, HTx: heart transplantation.

Probabilities of death from either the TAH or HTx state were modelled as a function of time since the time of entrance in that state. Following Sharpless et. al. [35], the model was decomposed into two simple sub-processes, one representing time pre-transplantation and the second representing time post-transplantation. During support with HTA, the probabilities of having either HTx or dying were modelled as a simple competing risk model attributing either the HTx or dead state conditional on leaving the TAH state. Data for the Syncardia was retrieved from secondary sources from the literature, including survival data from prospective cohort studies, previous cost-effectiveness studies on other MCS devices, and other secondary data on costs and utilities (Appendix A, Table A.2). For the novel TAH,
data from a single-arm pivotal study with 35 patients and 24 months follow-up was simulated. We arbitrarily assumed that patients would have similar times on support before experiencing either death or HTx, but that the risk ratio of death between the novel and Syncardia at each time point was lower by 25% due to the higher chance with the new device of surviving until a donor’s heart became available. Similarly, a 15% reduction in the probability of any major adverse event was simulated. The changes in the rate of adverse events was linked to changes in costs, but not in mortality or utilities due to the lack of information on the correlation structure between adverse events and these outcomes. A long-term utility decrement was only applied to patients who experienced disabling strokes. The simulated parameters for the novel TAH are reported in Table A.3 (Appendix A). Procedure costs were considered equal to the Syncardia except for the cost of the device. During support, monthly differences in costs were originated from the model based on differences in the number of discharged patients and the incidence rates of adverse events. Patients surviving to HTx were assumed to have the same monthly costs as the two devices. The cost of the novel TAH was arbitrarily set at €200,000. Cost-effectiveness was estimated by calculating incremental net-monetory benefits (INMBs) using an arbitrary cost-effectiveness threshold of €30,000 per QALY gained. The model is coded in R [36] and is available under a GNU GPL license and can be found at https://github.com/rowaniskandar/TAH-PBA.

### 4.2 Uncertainty Quantification

We quantify the effect of uncertainty in some parameters on the incremental net monetary benefit (INMB) and follow the steps outlined in Section 3.

**S1:** We choose model parameters $\theta_i$ that are characterized by lack of data for the novel TAH: (1) probability of dying in the first month, (2) probability of dying in the second month, (3) probability of dying in the third month, and (4) probability of major device malfunction. These four parameters comprise the set $\theta_p$. Note that the same parameters have been used for PSA to allow comparison between the two approaches, whereas all other parameters in the model have been considered fixed. Table 1 reports the summary statistics and assumptions used in PBA and PSA.

**S2:** For each parameter in $\theta_p$, we assume to have data on the minimum, maximum, mean, median, and standard deviation, comprising $D_i$.

**S3:** For each $\theta_i$, we partition the interval [0,1] into 35 sub-intervals ($n_1 = 35$) and assign a uniform weight to each sub-interval $w_{ik} = \frac{1}{35}$. We set an error tolerance of 1% with INMB as the metric and a maximum computational time of 12 hours. We used $n_i = 50$ as the benchmark and tested $n_i$s sequentially starting from five in increments of five. We determined 35 as the optimal number of sub-intervals that satisfies both conditions (an error of 0.33% and a computational time of 11.2 hours).

**S4:** For each sub-interval of $\theta_i$, we calculate their corresponding upper and lower endpoints in the parameter space, using the quasi-inverses. The quasi-inverses of the p-box constructed from data on the minimum, maximum, mean, median, and standard deviation are derived from two sets of quasi-inverses, i.e., quasi-inverses of p-box given minimum, maximum, and median (Equations A.7 and A.8), and quasi-inverses of p-box given minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation (Equations A.15 and A.16). We then intersect (using Equations A.17 and A.18) the two quasi-inverses of the LBFS and UBFS to derive the desired p-box of $\theta_i$. 

[Note: The text continues with detailed calculations and further explanation of the model and its computational aspects.]
S5: Given the sub-intervals, we enumerate all possible combinations by intersecting a particular sub-interval for each parameter, giving a total of $15^4$ combinations.

S6: To compute the minimum and maximum of the INMB, we apply a deterministic search algorithm based on systematic divisions of the domain (each combination of sub-intervals) into smaller hyperrectangles [37] and use the implementation of the rplot library [38] in the R program.[39]

S7: To derive the p-box of the INMB, we calculate two empirical CDFs by cumulating the weights for the values of the minimum and the maximum that are less than some arbitrary values in the domain of INMB, from -200,000 to 125,000.

To demonstrate the difference between PSA and PBA, we conduct a PSA using beta distributions with the same summary statistics to represent uncertainty in the four parameters exemplifying the common practice of using "off-the-shelf" distributions given minimal data. To show how the two methods differ in encoding our complete lack of data, i.e., knowing only the minimum and maximum values of the four parameters, we use uniform distributions and compare the status-quo approach with PBA. We then demonstrate how to conduct decision analysis using the results of PBA.

4.3 | Interpretation of Results

The first comparison shows the difference between the results of parameter uncertainty quantification using precise CDFs vs. PBA. The INMB shows the difference in net monetary benefit between two alternative health technologies, i.e., the hypothetical TAH compared with the Syncardia. A positive INMB indicates that the hypothetical new TAH is cost-effective compared to the Syncardia, given a willingness-to-pay threshold of €30,000 per QALY. For a given minimal data, PBA results in a p-box enclosing the unknown CDF of the INMB (Figure 4). In contrast, by imposing additional parametric assumptions on parameter distributions (beta distributions), PSA yields an empirical CDF of the INMB, resulting in a mean INMB of €32,588 (95% credible interval of [€1,313, €63,865]) (Figure 4). When compared to PSA, PBA gives two additional information. First, PBA provides information on the amount of uncertainty in the INMB due to our imperfect or complete lack of knowledge about some parameters, which is indicated by the area enclosed by the p-box. Secondly, PBA provides bounds on the plausible values of the INMB. The minimum is given by the minimum of the INMB values where the UBF assume a non-zero value (-€172,383) and the maximum is given by the minimum of the INMB values where the LBF value is equal to one (€115,242). Simply put, the true INMB value lies in the interval that is bounded by these two extreme values. We also observe that the area bounded by the corresponding UBF and LBF shrinks as we have more data (Figure 4). This is expected; as more data on the CDF becomes available, we can pinpoint the location and shape of the CDF more accurately. Although the p-box becomes smaller with more information, the area still extends to the left of zero. Since we have no information about the uncertainty within the p-box of the INMB, we cannot make any definite conclusions about the probability of whether the hypothetical TAH is more cost-effective compared to Syncardia. Nevertheless, PBA is transparent about the possible range of cost-effectiveness outcomes, i.e., our approach does not restrict the range artificially by making assumptions that are not supported by data.
The second comparison demonstrates the consequence of assuming more information than we actually have. Assuming each value in the interval [0, 1] is equally likely is qualitatively and quantitatively different from knowing that the value is somewhere in the interval. A PBA does not provide any information on the uncertainty in the INMB, given that the uncertainties in the parameters are represented by intervals with no measures of uncertainty assigned to the intervals. In other words, a PBA transfers our ignorance in the model parameters to ignorance in the model outcomes. In contrast to PBA, a PSA using uniform distributions does not preserve our ignorance, i.e., uniform distributions in the model parameters do not generally translate to a uniform distribution in the model outcomes unless the model is linear [40]. Furthermore, using uniform distributions generates a "precise" CDF (Figure 5), hence creating a pseudo-certainty in the model outcome. In sum, PBA uses fewer assumptions and is more conservative in its estimates of the resulting uncertainty. Such conservativeness may be desirable if an erroneous decision will lead to a catastrophic loss.

To determine whether the novel TAH is cost-effective based on the PBA results, we use Hurwicz’s criterion. For each $\alpha$, we calculate $\bar{\text{UBF}}$ and $\bar{\text{LBF}}$ by averaging UBF and LBF over INMB values, respectively. Then, for each $\alpha$, we compute the weighted average and determine whether the INMB is greater than 0 (cost-effective). Table 2 shows the results using several representative $\alpha$ values. We first note that the interval of the expected INMBs, i.e., $\bar{\text{UBF}} - \bar{\text{LBF}}$, shrinks as we have more data. As the decision-maker becomes less optimistic, i.e., lower $\alpha$, the novel TAH has lower INMBs for a given $\alpha$. For example, if the available data consist of only minimum, maximum, and mean values (or fewer), then the novel TAH is not cost-effective at $\alpha=0.25$ or lower. Conversely, if the decision-maker's attitude is represented by a particular $\alpha$, then the novel TAH becomes more likely to be cost-effective as we have more data. In the extreme situation where the decision-maker is fully confident that the best-case scenario will occur, the amount of data has no influence on the cost-effectiveness of the novel TAH. Similarly, when the decision-maker is fully pessimistic, the novel TAH is deemed to be not cost-effective regardless of how
Figure 5. Uncertainty around incremental net monetary benefit of TAH model using p-boxes given minimum and maximum values vs. uniform distributions using the same minimum and maximum values for the four parameters. CDF: Cumulative distribution function.

5 | DISCUSSION

This study introduces the probability bound analysis method for quantifying the effect of parameter uncertainty on decision-relevant outcomes in the context of an early assessment of novel health technologies characterized by data sparsity. This paper is also the first application of PBA that provides an alternative approach for modelling parameter uncertainty without necessitating the use of unverifiable assumptions as in the status quo approach (PSA). To assist practitioners, we provide step-by-step guidance and demonstrate an application of PBA to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of a novel total artificial heart.

5.1 | Advantages of PBA

The PBA method is more attractive than the standard approach in the following ways. First, in PBA, parameter uncertainties are characterized by p-boxes that provide the maximum area of uncertainty (tightest bounds) containing the unknown CDF, given some data characterizing the CDF (e.g., summary statistics). The uncertainty propagation of p-boxes into a black-box model, using optimization, generates bounds that are guaranteed to enclose all possible CDFs of the outcomes of interest provided that the p-boxes of the parameters enclose their respective (unknown) CDFs. Second, if the lower and upper bounds of a CDF coincide for every element in the parameter support, then a p-box degenerates to a CDF: a situation where Monte Carlo simulation is the standard approach. Therefore, PBA is a generalization of approaches that imply a full characterization of parameters distributions (e.g., PSA and expert elicitation). Thirdly, when analysts have data only the minimum and maximum values, PBA allows them to encode their uncertainty using a p-box without needing to assume the likelihood of the values.
between these two bounds. If, in addition to the extreme points, the analyst has data on the mean but not the standard deviation, PBA allows them to construct a p-box. This is an improvement over the common practice to assume that the standard deviation is some fractions of the mean (e.g., 20%), which is an artificial, non-justifiable, and often being hand-waived, approach to represent uncertainty. Fifth, critical decision-relevant information from a PBA, as demonstrated by the first comparison in our case study, are the bounds on the plausible values of a model outcome. This information is particularly useful when the outcome represents a decision criterion, such as the INMB in our case study. The resulting p-box that spans over both positive and negative INMB values suggests that there is substantial uncertainty in the INMB being positive as well as negative. The status-quo approach may yield less uncertainty in the INMB and potentially lead to an over-confidence in the INMB being positive. Lastly, PBA provides a way to systematically evaluate how our degree of optimism towards the best-case scenario in combination with the degree of uncertainty (represented by the data availability) affects the optimal decision or the cost-effectiveness of a new technology.

5.2 | Challenges of PBA

Despite its utility, PBA is computationally intensive for the following reasons. First, implementing PBA requires an optimization step over the parameter space. The higher the desired level of accuracy is, the higher number of sub-intervals \( n_i \) (i.e., the finer the discretization of the parameter space) is needed. Second, an increase in the number of p-box parameters will lead to a higher-dimensional optimization problem. Third, the computational cost is further exacerbated if the model is "expensive" to evaluate for a given set of parameter values. Fourth, if, in addition to p-box parameters, some parameters are characterized by their precise CDFs, the optimization step is embedded in a Monte Carlo sampling loop (S0 and S8); thereby increasing the number of optimizations by a factor of \( N \) (the total number of Monte Carlo samples). To decrease the computational cost, practitioners may opt to use more efficient optimization methods [41], fast-to-evaluate approximations of the original model or meta-models [42], parallelization of step S6 by distributing the optimization task across computing units (e.g., central processing unit cores) in combination with using high-performance computing [43], and a more efficient design-of-experiment for steps S3 and S4.[44] Nevertheless, we expect a higher computational burden since a PBA imposes fewer restrictions (i.e., we do not assume a functional form), leading to a larger region of uncertainty over which a model needs to be evaluated. With the rapid advancement of computing power and capacity, however, it is only a matter of time before the higher computational burden is no longer a constraint. When the first health economic models and PSA emerged in the 1980s, the models were computationally intensive for the computing power available at the time; however, today they no longer pose a significant computational challenge.

5.3 | PBA in regulatory decisions and health technology assessment

Health care decision-makers often do not consider the effect of the underlying assumptions of methods that analysts employ in health technology assessment. This ignorance is problematic from both regulatory and reimbursement perspectives, as it may result in technologies with an unfavourable benefit-risk profile entering the market (regulatory decision) or in products that are not cost-effective being reimbursed (reimbursement decision). Compared to PSA, PBA requires fewer assumptions of the input parameters, i.e., on their distribution, but it gives the same answer as PSA if the information is abundant enough [45]. PBA is especially advantageous for the assessment of medical technologies, where the uncertainty in the decision-making on regulatory but also on reimbursement stage is very
high, i.e., the area between the two probability bounds is very large. High uncertainty on efficacy and effectiveness have been observed in medical devices entering the market with much lower regulatory requirements than medicinal products [46]. Similarly, orphan drugs and advanced therapy medicinal products usually obtain market approval with very small clinical studies [47] or the use of surrogate and intermediate endpoints [48]. In such situations where information on uncertainty about the relevant endpoints is needed and is hardly available, PBA is superior to PSA. In contrast to PSA that reduces the uncertainty to a single (precise) CDF of a decision-relevant endpoint and a rather narrow range of possible values, PBA gives decision-makers a region of uncertainty that is likely very large for medical devices, orphan drugs, and advanced medicinal products for the aforementioned reasons. Within the PBA framework, the shortcoming in the evidence base, the resulting uncertainty, and the limitation in the analytical results used for aiding decision-makers are made explicit; thereby promoting responsible decision-making.

As mentioned, the ISPOR-SMDM Modeling Good Research Practices Task Force recommends that when there is very little information on a parameter, expert opinion should be elicited. Should elicitation methods be used, the best practice recommends the use of a conservative approach where the uncertainty analysis incorporates an appropriately broad range of possible estimates elicited from each expert and pooled together. Expert opinion elicitation requires that experts express an opinion a number of summary measures to allow statistical fitting of a distribution. Nonetheless, in some cases, experts may struggle to perform such task, because what they are called to express a judgment on may be still greatly unknown to them. In such cases, PBA may be used as an alternative method to characterize uncertainty without requiring too much elicitation from the experts. For example, experts may express a judgment only on the minimum and maximum values of the parameters or their median, and then PBA could be performed using only these summary measures. The characterization of the uncertainty is also strictly related to the assessment of whether further research would be worthwhile.

Although the PBA has advantages to PSA, the choice of methods in health technology assessment is very much dependent on whether methods are included in the guidance documents of national HTA agencies, such as the English NICE, the German IQWiG, or HAS in France. However, PBA is not the standard in the assessment of medicinal products yet. For medical devices, HTA guidance is scarce, even when viewed internationally [49, 50]. Nevertheless, the current HTA environment is characterized by massive momentum where new methods and concepts are sought and explored to reduce the burden of the manufacturers to fulfill diverging country requirements. In this regard, the activities of the European Union on the Regulation on Health Technology Assessment [51] could open a window of opportunity to establish PBA in future European HTAs. In particular, an internationally coordinated methods document could help PBA achieve a breakthrough in the assessment of medical devices and other medical technologies, which are characterized by deep uncertainty and improve the methodological basis for decision-making in health care.

5.4 | Limitations

Our study has limitations in the following context. First, we assume independence among the model parameters. To the extent of our knowledge, how to model dependencies among the parameters in the context of uncertainty propagation using PBA and black-box models is an open problem and warrants further study. Secondly, we do not prescribe rules on when one should adopt the PBA approach or other methods to characterize parameter uncertainty. Such decisions are problem-dependent and left to the
analysts. For example, a parameter may be highly uncertain due to the lack of empirical data and/or previous knowledge and, at the same time, non-influential, i.e., the decision is not sensitive to variations in the parameter values. However, there are clear-cut situations, including those where only the minimum and maximum values or minimum, maximum, and mean values are available, as mentioned above. In principle, we recommend the use of PBA as a complementary approach to PSA, whenever computationally feasible, as we tend to underestimate uncertainty in general [52]. Thirdly, we do not conduct a formal error analysis and, instead, provide heuristics to choose the optimal number of sub-intervals. An analysis of the approximation error, i.e., determining its rate of convergence to zero or estimating its upper bound, is beyond the scope of the paper. Moreover, the existence of an upper bound for the error is problem-dependent because the metric to calculate the error (e.g., the relative difference in INMB estimates) depends on the decision-making problem. Lastly, we demonstrate only one usage of the results from PBA, i.e., how to identify the optimal intervention in decision analysis. Since a PBA generates bounds on the unknown CDF, the expected value is interval-valued instead of a single value. Therefore, a re-formulation of approaches that rely on a single expected value, including value of information analyses, is needed and is, however, beyond the scope of our study. A more comprehensive exploration of how to utilize the results of a PBA should be the focus of future studies.

6 | CONCLUDING REMARKS

With steadily rising costs, it is increasingly important that only effective and cost-effective technologies are implemented in the healthcare system. Decision-makers at care provider and administrative levels are responsible and accountable for adopting innovative technologies at the early stages under great uncertainty. To improve the information basis for their decision-making, HTA agencies should continuously monitor the field and assess new methods for the assessment of health technologies. Approaches that have demonstrated methodological superiority should be integrated into the methodological guidelines. With the proposed parameter uncertainty quantification approach, we provide a tool that generalizes current methodologies for characterizing uncertainty in data and knowledge used to inform health economic models. PBA does not rely on unverifiable assumptions and will make decision-making more transparent, leading to better and more responsible decisions for patients and for a sustainable health care system.
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### Table 1. Parameters used for the probabilistic sensitivity analysis and the probabilistic bound analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model parameters</th>
<th>Parametric distribution used in PSA</th>
<th>Data used in PBA and PSA</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probability of death&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>Maximum</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 month</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 month</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of major device malfunction</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>1</sup> while on support conditional on leaving the TAH state

PBA: Probability bound analysis, PSA: Probabilistic sensitivity analyses

### Table 2. Expected incremental net monetary benefits of novel TAH using Hurwicz criterion under different minimal data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimal data</th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
<th>$\bar{\mu}$</th>
<th>Expected INMB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum and maximum</td>
<td>-172,892</td>
<td>114,459</td>
<td>$\alpha=0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ median</td>
<td>-74,387</td>
<td>74,793</td>
<td>-101,054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ mean</td>
<td>-48,934</td>
<td>90,545</td>
<td>-37,092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ mean and standard deviation</td>
<td>-9,751</td>
<td>65,628</td>
<td>-1,301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ median, mean standard deviation</td>
<td>-1,301</td>
<td>59,092</td>
<td>-1,301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All numbers are in Euros. $\mu$: Coefficient of optimism in Hurwicz's criterion, $\bar{\mu}$: Lower bound on the expected value, INMB: Incremental net monetary benefit.
A | APPENDIX

A.1 | P-Box formulas

This section lists the p-box formulas for common situations of data availability where a modeler can identify and specify a combination of different summary statistics of and/or information on $\theta$.

The first situation involves knowing the smallest (minimum) and largest (maximum) values of a parameter. For some parameters, one can infer the range from theoretical limits, such as zero to one for probability or utility parameters (if zero represents the lowest utility value). In some cases, a modeler may ask domain experts to specify a range from their knowledge about the quantity in question. In both cases, the task will set $a$ and $b$ such that the parameter lies in the interval (I) bounded by $a$ and $b$: $\theta \in [a, b] := I_\theta$. The p-box $P_{I_\theta}$ is given by:

$$F(\theta)_{I_\theta} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{for } \theta < b \\ 1 & \text{for } b \leq \theta \end{cases}$$

for LBF, and,

$$\bar{F}(\theta)_{I_\theta} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{for } \theta < a \\ 1 & \text{for } a \leq \theta \end{cases}$$

for UBF.

The inverse functions of the p-box $P_{I_\theta}$ are given by:

$$F^{-1}(p)_{I_\theta} = \begin{cases} [a, b] & \text{for } p = 0 \\ b & \text{for } 0 < p \leq 1 \end{cases}$$

For LBF, and,

$$\bar{F}^{-1}(p)_{I_\theta} = \begin{cases} a & \text{for } 0 \leq p < 1 \\ [a, b] & \text{for } p = 1 \end{cases}$$

For UBF.

If, in addition to knowing $I_{\theta}$, the median $m$ of $\theta$ is also known, then the p-box can be tighter. The p-box $P_{I_{\theta, m}}$ is given by:

$$F(\theta)_{I_{\theta, m}} = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{for } \theta < m \\ 0.5 & \text{for } m \leq \theta < b \\ 1 & \text{for } b \leq \theta \end{cases}$$
for LBF, and,

\[
F(\theta)_{1_{\theta,m}} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for } \theta < a \\
0.5 & \text{for } a \leq \theta < m \\
1 & \text{for } m \leq \theta 
\end{cases}
\] (A.6)

for UBF.

The inverse functions of the p-box \( P_{1_{\theta,m}} \) are given by:

\[
F^{-1}(p)_{1_{\theta,m}} = \begin{cases} 
[a, m] & \text{for } p = 0 \\
m & \text{for } 0 < p < 0.5 \\
[m, b] & \text{for } p = 0.5 \\
b & \text{for } 0.5 < p \leq 1
\end{cases}
\] (A.7)

For LBF, and,

\[
F^{-1}(p)_{1_{\theta,m}} = \begin{cases} 
a & \text{for } 0 \leq p < 0.5 \\
[a, m] & \text{for } p = 0.5 \\
m & \text{for } 0.5 < p < 1 \\
[m, b] & \text{for } p = 1
\end{cases}
\] (A.8)

For UBF.

If, in addition to knowing \( I_{\theta} \), the mean \( \mu = E[\theta] \) is also known, then the p-box \( P_{1_{\theta,\mu}} \) is given by:

\[
F(\theta)_{1_{\theta,\mu}} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for } \theta < \mu \\
\frac{\theta - \mu}{\theta - a} & \text{for } \mu \leq \theta < b \\
1 & \text{for } b \leq \theta
\end{cases}
\] (A.9)

for LBF, and,

\[
F(\theta)_{1_{\theta,\mu}} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for } \theta < a \\
\frac{b - \mu}{b - \theta} & \text{for } \theta < \mu \\
1 & \text{for } \mu \leq \theta
\end{cases}
\] (A.10)

for UBF.

The inverse functions for the p-box \( P_{1_{\theta,\mu}} \) are given by:
For LBF, and, 

\[ F^{-1}(p)_{\theta, \mu} = \begin{cases} 
[a, \mu] & \text{for } p = 0 \\
\frac{p \cdot a - \mu}{p - 1} & \text{for } 0 < p < \frac{b - \mu}{b - a} \\
b & \text{for } \frac{b - \mu}{b - a} \leq p \leq 1 
\end{cases} \] 

For UBF, and, 

\[ \overline{F}^{-1}(p)_{\theta, \mu} = \begin{cases} 
\mu & \text{for } 0 \leq p \leq \frac{b - \mu}{b - a} \\
\frac{b - \mu}{p} & \text{for } \frac{b - \mu}{b - a} < p < 1 \\
[\mu, b] & \text{for } p = 1 
\end{cases} \]

for UBF.

If, in addition to knowing \( I_{\theta, \mu} \) and \( \mu \), we have data on the standard deviation \( \sigma \), then the p-box \( P_{I_{\theta, \mu, \sigma}} \) is given by:

\[ F(\theta)_{I_{\theta, \mu, \sigma}} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for } \theta < \xi_1 \\
\frac{\sigma^2 + (b - \mu)(\theta - \mu)}{(b - a)(\theta - a)} & \text{for } \xi_1 \leq \theta < \xi_2 \\
\frac{(\theta - \mu)^2}{(\theta - \mu)^2 + \sigma^2} & \text{for } \xi_2 \leq \theta < b \\
1 & \text{for } b \leq \theta 
\end{cases} \]

for LBF, and,

\[ \overline{F}(\theta)_{I_{\theta, \mu, \sigma}} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for } \theta < a \\
\frac{\sigma^2}{(\theta - \mu)^2 + \sigma^2} & \text{for } a \leq \theta < \xi_1 \\
\frac{(b - \mu)(b - a + \mu - \theta) - \sigma^2}{(b - a)(b - \theta)} & \text{for } \xi_1 \leq \theta < \xi_2 \\
1 & \text{for } \xi_2 \leq \theta 
\end{cases} \]

for UBF, where \( \xi_1 = \mu - \frac{\sigma^2}{b - \mu} \) and \( \xi_2 = \mu + \frac{\sigma^2}{\mu - a} \).

The inverse functions for the p-box \( P_{I_{\theta, \mu, \sigma}} \) are given by:

\[ \begin{cases} 
\mu(1 - p) + \frac{(b - a)\mu - a\sigma^2}{\sigma^2} & \text{for } p < 0 \\
\mu p + \frac{(b - a)\mu - a\sigma^2}{\sigma^2} & \text{for } 0 < p < 1 
\end{cases} \]
\[
F^{-1}(p)_{\theta, \mu, \sigma} = \begin{cases} 
[a, \xi_1] \text{ for } p = 0 \\
\frac{ap(b-a) - \mu(b-\mu) + \sigma^2}{p(b-a) - (b-\mu)} \text{ for } 0 < p \leq \frac{\sigma^2(b-\mu)(\frac{\sigma^2}{\mu-a})}{(b-a)(\mu-a + \frac{\sigma^2}{\mu-a})} \\
\mu + \frac{p\sigma^2}{\sqrt{1-p}} \text{ for } \frac{\sigma^2(b-\mu)(\frac{\sigma^2}{\mu-a})}{(b-a)(\mu-a + \frac{\sigma^2}{\mu-a})} < p < 1 \\
b \text{ for } p = 1 
\end{cases}
\]
for LBF, and,

\[
F^{-1}(p)_{\theta, \mu, \sigma} = \begin{cases} 
\xi_2 \text{ for } p = 0 \\
\frac{\mu - \sqrt{\frac{\sigma^2(1-p)}{p}}}{\sqrt{b-\mu}} \text{ for } 0 < p \leq \frac{\sigma^2}{(b-\mu)^2 + \sigma^2} \\
\frac{(b-\mu)(b-a+\mu) - \sigma^2 - ap(b-a)}{(b-\mu) - p(b-a)} \text{ for } \frac{\sigma^2}{(b-\mu)^2 + \sigma^2} < p < 1 \\
\xi_2 \text{ for } p = 1 
\end{cases}
\]
for UBF, where \(\xi_1 = \mu - \frac{\sigma^2}{\mu-a}\) and \(\xi_2 = \mu + \frac{\sigma^2}{\mu-a}\).

In principle, as we have additional summary statistics on \(\theta\), or more information about the unknown \(F(\theta)\), the p-box becomes tighter. In general, we can derive further cases by intersecting the p-boxes of different \(\mathcal{D}\)s described above (termed as primitive p-boxes) by “tracing” the minimum (or maximum) of the intersection of the corresponding UBFs (or LBFs). For each \(\theta\) value in the support, we compute the p-boxes for all \(\mathcal{D}\)s, which are included in the intersection and whose formulas are known. Then, given a \(\theta\) value, we find the minimum (maximum) value of the UBFs (LBFs) and set this value as the UBF (LBF) value of the intersected p-boxes. We then repeat the procedure for all \(\theta\) values and trace values to produce the LBF and UBF. As an example, we can derive the p-box for \(\mathcal{D} = \{I_\theta, m, \mu, \sigma\}\) (where \(m\) is the median) by intersecting the p-box for \(\mathcal{D} = \{I_\theta, m\}\) (the top-right subplot of Figure 1) and the p-box for \(\mathcal{D} = \{I_\theta, \mu, \sigma\}\) (the bottom-center subplot of Figure 1). We can superimpose one plot over the other and apply the approach to trace the intersected p-box. More formally, for each \(\mathcal{D}_d\) (where \(d\) indexes each combination of available data), the LBF and UBF are given by:

\[
\bar{F}(\theta) = \max F_{\mathcal{D}_1}(\theta) F_{\mathcal{D}_2}(\theta) \ldots F_{\mathcal{D}_n}(\theta)
\]

and

\[
\overline{F}(\theta) = \min \bar{F}_{\mathcal{D}_1}(\theta) \bar{F}_{\mathcal{D}_2}(\theta) \ldots \bar{F}_{\mathcal{D}_n}(\theta),
\]
respectively.

A.2 | Supplementary tables

Table A.2 – parameters for the Syncardia from secondary sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Mean (95% Credible Interval)</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Probability of remaining in the TAH state – Survival curve parameters</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location parameter TAH</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape parameter</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Probability of death while on support conditional on leaving the TAH state</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 month</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 month</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 3 months</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Complications while on support</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strokes</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proportion of disabling strokes</strong></td>
<td>0.12 moderate-severe disability; 0.39 Severe</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major bleeding</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Infection</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major device malfunction</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Survival after HTx</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mu parameter</td>
<td>-4.728</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigma parameter</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape parameter</td>
<td>-29.795</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality of life</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of life while on support</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>Assumed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of life after HTx – without disabling stroke</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long term utility decrement with disabling stroke</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Costs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost heart transplant procedure and first month in the hospital</td>
<td>€ 100,000</td>
<td>Expenses data from the Italian Ministry of health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAH cost</td>
<td>€ 100,000</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAH implant procedure + first month hospitalization</td>
<td>156,625</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly hospitalization cost after the first</td>
<td>Decreasing from 19, for the 2nd month to 1,744 in the 8th month</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of TAH patients discharged</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average LOS before discharge (for those discharged)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs of Stroke</td>
<td>5,587</td>
<td>Italian DRGs 559; 14 and 15 (mean of the three values)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Major bleeding requiring re-operation</td>
<td>4,321</td>
<td>Italian DRG 174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of major infection</td>
<td>7,148</td>
<td>Italian DRG 576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of major device malfunction</td>
<td>81,551</td>
<td>Italian DRG 103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table A.3 - Parameters simulated for the novel TAH**

<p>| Probability of remaining in the TAH state – Survival curve parameters    |            |           |
| Location parameter – novel TAH                                           | 4.14        | [55]      |
| Shape parameter                                                         | 0.9         | [55]      |
| Probability of death while on support conditional on leaving the TAH state |            |           |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>0.61 (0.34; 0.84)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 month</td>
<td>0.12 (0.003; 0.41)</td>
<td>Beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 month</td>
<td>0.14 (0.004; 0.43)</td>
<td>Beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 3 months</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Complications while on support**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strokes</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major bleeding</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Infection</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major device malfunction</td>
<td>0.108 (0.03; 0.22)</td>
<td>Beta</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TAH cost**

€ 200,000

**Proportion of TAH patients discharged**

0.73